
COGDOP Response to Questions Associated IR C-16  

 

We address herein the questions outlined by CoA pertaining to breadth, depth, 

determining if a course is “graduate level,” and specifying faculty qualifications to teach 

in a given area.  As we stated in our public comment to a previous attempted revision of 

this IR (August 2010), graduate programs must balance broad and general training with 

training goals that take into account emerging evidence and methods, high quality 

focused learning, and specialized training.  We urge the CoA to remain consistent with its 

own overarching guiding principle, that:  

 

"The accreditation process involves judging the degree to which a program has 

achieved the goals and objectives of its stated training model.  That is, an 

accreditation body should not explicitly prescribe a program's educational goals or 

the processes by which they should be reached; rather it should judge the degree to 

which a program achieves outcomes and goals that are consistent with its stated 

training model and with the guiding principles contained in this document (p. 2 & 

3)."  "The accreditation guidelines and principles are specifically intended to allow 

a program broad latitude in defining its philosophy or model of training (p. 4)." 

 

Response to Questions 1 & 2: Breadth and Depth 

As we noted in our public comment, COGDOP supports the view that students trained in 

professional programs should receive foundational training that provides them with a 

broad and general view of psychology as a discipline and an understanding of the 

historical underpinnings of key constructs and research methods. However, this broad 

and general training should not be promoted at the expense of emerging evidence and 

methods, high quality focused learning, and specialized training.  Efforts of the CoA to 

mandate coverage of specific content areas, and thereby impose artificial and arbitrary 

boundaries on the scope of coverage within each content area, have the effect of 

undermining the quality of professional psychology training programs and increase the 

likelihood that programs will be held to standards that are “frozen in time.”    

 

Currently, too much focus is placed on the evaluation of breadth and depth by utilizing 

course materials (e.g., course titles, books, and syllabi) rather than taking into account the 

entire graduate training experience, which is much broader.  The standard for coverage of 

breadth areas within a program should not be knowledge of content per se, but should be 

knowledge of 1) the process of inquiry needed for enhancing content breadth knowledge, 

and 2) how existing breadth areas are relevant for professional practice.  It should be the 

individual program’s responsibility to demonstrate in its training materials how it fulfills 

breadth and depth of training as relevant and appropriate for that program’s model of 

training. 

 

Response to Questions 3 & 4: Graduate Level Coursework and Faculty 

Qualifications 

Although we reiterate that coursework is not the only way to demonstrate breadth and 

depth of training, we do acknowledge that some coursework is essential to graduate 

training.  Competence to teach graduate courses can be derived from a variety of sources, 



including publication record, doctoral/internship/postdoctoral training, coursework, 

continuing education experiences, or a narrative paragraph of the person’s uniquely 

tailored professional experiences.  Regarding the assessment of the rigor or level of a 

given course, we must all acknowledge that such judgments are inherently subjective.  

However, the evaluation method per se cannot automatically be used to judge whether a 

course meets the definition of graduate education.  CoA is urged to adopt policies that 

interpret such instances in the context of the whole. The CoA should continue to focus on 

big-picture questions:  Does the program have sufficient full time faculty trained in 

approved programs and licensed in the state to be credible to serve the students? Does the 

program employ a regular and reasonable process of curriculum review and revision? Do 

courses show evidence of currency and utility? Do the faculty show commitment to life-

long learning in what they read, attend to, contribute to, and incorporate into courses? 

 

Summary  

Although we regard the questions distributed by CoA for comment as interesting, we 

believe they are not as central to accreditation as some may assert.  We are, at the same 

time, extremely pleased to see that CoA has requested input from its represented training 

councils.  We assume this outreach means that CoA is considering a redesign of the broad 

and general requirements, an effort which we enthusiastically embrace and support.  

These questions raise the necessity to think about the scope, mission, role, and depth of 

the accreditation process, not just the issues within the specific four questions as outlined.   

The focus of many of the questions posed by CoA reflects a level of micromanagement 

that we feel does not serve CoA, professional psychology doctorate programs, or 

graduate programs in general.  Training programs are in the best position to formulate 

program requirements that take into account multiple pressures that CoA is responding to 

including:  1) pressures by licensing boards for specific courses in each domain, 2) 

specific programmatic missions, and 3) how best to ensure competent content and 

procedural knowledge within a program.  But it is the responsibility of the training 

program to thoughtfully address these issues, and it is the responsibility of CoA to assess 

whether the training program has accomplished these goals in line with the G & P 

principles stated above, which grant latitude and creativity in how they are accomplished.  

Placing the responsibility on programs in this way, makes many of the questions posed in 

response to this IR simply irrelevant.  That is, it seems far less relevant to assess issues at 

a micro level of detail  (qualifications of individual faculty and syllabi and tests for 

individual courses), rather than at a broader level as to whether training objectives are 

being accomplished.  

 

We strongly endorse CoA’s efforts at articulating a set of guidelines concerning how 

programs should articulate their program mission and training objectives and how CoA 

can determine whether programs have met those objectives.  By backing away from the 

micro reviews that have become so popular, CoA will enable creative approaches to 

inquiry in which professional psychology can continue to flourish and be a leading voice 

for the global study and treatment of mental and behavioral health.  CoA should lead the 

way in promoting cutting-edge professional psychology programs that are diverse, 

creative, and which push the scientific envelope.   We ask that CoA provide more support 

to programs that seek to be creative and go beyond the model of a “course for every 



area”. We urge that assessment and review of programs be based on an analysis of the 

pattern of multiple indicators with less emphasis on specific facts, readings, instructors, 

or courses.  We reiterate our challenge to CoA to develop guidelines that are creative and 

inspirational supporting excellence rather than defining a minimum standard which risks 

becoming the over arching model. 


